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STRESS-GRADIENT COUPLING IN GLACIER FLOW:
III. EXACT LONGITUDINAL EQUILIBRIUM EQUATION*
By BARCL\ Y KA:-18
(Division of Geological and Planetary Sciences. California lnstitute of Tcchnolog~. Pasadena.
California 91125 . U .S.A.)

ABSTRACT. The "vertically" integrated, exact longitudinal
stress-equilibrium equation of Budd ( 1970) is developed
further in. such a way as to yield an equation that gives
explicitly and exactly the contributions to the basal shear
stress made by surface and bed slope, surface c urvature,
longitudinal stress deviators, and longitudinal stress gradients
in a glacier flowing in plane strain over a bed of
longitudinally varying slope. With this exact equation,
questions raised by various approximate forms of the longitudinal equilibrium equation can be answered decisively, and
the magnitude of errors in the approximations can be
estimated. To first order, in the angle 6 that describes fluctuations in the surface slope a from its mean value, the
exact equilibrium equation reduces to
2

(I + 2sin a)r 8 = pghsina + 2G + T + B + K

where G and T are the well-known stress-deviator-gradient
and "variational stress• terms, K is a "longitudinal curvature"
term, and B is a "basal drag" term that contributes a resistance to sliding across basal hills and valleys. Except for T,
these terms are expressed in simple form and evaluated for
practical situations. The · bed slope a (relative to the mean
slope) is not assumed to be small, which allows the effects
of bedrock topography to be determined, particularly
through their appearance in the B term.
RESUME. Coup/age du graJiem de conlraime dans
/"ecoulcment des glaciers: III. Equation e:mcte de l'equilibre
longitudmal.
L'equation
d'equilibre
en
contrainte
de
Budd
(1970),
integre
longitudinalement
exacte

venicalement, est devetoppe plus completement, de fa<;on a
Mtir une equation qu i donne explicitement et exactement les
contributions a Ia contrainte basale de cisaillement produites
par les pentes de Ia surface et du lit, de Ia courbure de
surface, du deviateur longitudinal de contraintes, et des
gradients tongitudinaux des contraintes pour un glacier
secoutant en c isaillement plan sur un lit de pente variable
tongitudinalement. Grace a cette equation exacte, des
questions soulevees par differen tes approches de !'equation
d'equilibre longitudinal trouvent des n!ponses decisives, et
l'ordre de grandeur des erreurs des approximations peut etre
estimee Au premier ord re, lorsque !'angle 6 decrit les
fluctuations de Ia pente de 13 surfa.::e autour de sa
moyenne, !'equation exacte d'equ ilibre se reduit a:
(J + 2sin 2 a)r 8 =

pgh sina + 2G + T + 8 + K

I. INTRODUCTION

In the analysis of the effects of longitud inal stress
grad ients o.n gl~ci.er flow, as in the previous p:~pt?rs of the
present senes, tt ts necessar~ to have a longitudinal equilibrium equation by means of which the longitudinal flow
interactions are mediated. Such equations have been
considered by a number of authors (Robin, 1967; Collins.
Tontribution No. 4101 , Dtvision of Geological and Plane tar y
Sciences, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena ,
California 91125, U.S.A.

oil G e t T sont les termes bien connus du gradient du
deviateur de contraintes et Ia "contrainte variationnelle", K
est un terme de "courbure longitudinale" et B est le "frottement basal" qui traduit Ia resistance au glissement sur les
verrous et les surcreusements. A !'exception de T, ces
termes s'expriment simplement et s'evaluent pour des cas
pratiques. La pente du lit a (par rapport a Ia pente
moyenne) n'est pas forcement faible, ce qui permet de
determiner tes effets de Ia topograph.ie du lit, specialement
par leurs influences dans le terme B.

ZUSA.'-!MENFASSUNG . Kopp/ung von Spannungsgradienten
im Gletscherfluss: Ill. Exakte Gleichung des Gleichgewichts
in Liingsrichtung. Die "senkrecht" integrierte Gleichung des

Spannungsgleichgewichts in Utngsrichtung von Budd (1970)
wird zu einer Gleichung weiterentwickeit, die explizit und
exakt die Beitrllge zur Scherspannung am Untergrund lieferi,
die von der Neigung des Bettes und der Oberflllche, von
der OberfHichenkrilmmung und von den longirudinalen
Spannungsabweichungen in einem Gletscher herrilhren, der
in ebenem Spannngszustand ilber ein Bett mit longitudinalen
Neigungsunterschieden fliesst. Mit dieser exakten Gleichung
konnen Fragen, die von verschiedenen Nllherungsformen der
Gteichung des Gleichgewicbts in Lllngsrichtung aufgeworfen
werden, eindeutig beantwortet werden; weiter kann die
GrOssenordnung der Fehler in den Nllherungen abgesch4tzt
werden. Beschrltnkt man sich auf GrOssen I. Ordnung fur
den Winkel 6, der Abweichungen in der Oberflllchenneigung
a vo n deren Mittelwert beschreibt, so vereinfacht sich die
exakte Gteichgewichtsgleichung zu
( I + 2sin 2a)T 8

z

pghsina + 2G + T + B + K.

H ierin sind G und T wohlbekannte Spannungswechselgradienten und Ausdriicke der "ver:tnderlichen Spannung", K
e in Ausdruck fur die longitudinale Krilmmung und B ein
solcher fur die "Hernmung am Untergrund", die einen
Beitrag zum Widerstand gegen das Gleiten ilber Buckel und
Senken am Untergrund liefert. Mit Ausnahme von T lassen
sich diese Ausdrucke in einfacher Form aufstellen und fur
praktische Bille auswerten. Die Bettneigung a (relativ zur
mittleren Neigung) wird nicht als klein angenommen; dies
gestattet die Bestimmung des Einflusses der Gestalt des
Felsuntergrundes, vor allem durch deren Auftreten im
Ausdruck B.

1968; Budd, 1968, 1970, 1971; Nye, 1969; Paterson, 1981;
Hutter, (c 1983], p. 260-64 ). In carrying out the present
work, it became evident that the existing equations h~d
certain lim itations or uncertainties, and it was found that tn
overcoming these, one could obtain an exact longitudinal
equilibrium equation that revealed explici tly, succinctly, and
exactly the various ways in which longitudinal slopes, longitudinal stress deviators, stress gradients, and longitudinal
curvature of the ice surface affect the basal shear stress as
calculated from the equilibrium equation for an ice mass
flowing over a bed of longitudinally varyi ng slope. This result is presented here, for application in the other papers of
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the series. From it, two new terms in the longitudinal
equjJibrium relationship between basal shear stress and its
causative factors are recogn ized and evaluated.

and

2. EXACT EQUILIBRIUM EQUATION OF BUDD

The notation 8 and 5 in Equation ( l) means the value of
the indicated quantity at the bed or surface, respectivel y.
The Tij are the stress-tensor components.
We emphasize that, as demonstrated by Budd (1970, p.
20-22), this equation is an exact statement of "vertically"
integrated longitudinal equilibrium, without approximations
of any kind, other than the assumption that the ice density
p is a constant, which can easily be relaxed, as follows: by
carrying through Budd's procedure in deriving Equation (I),
but admitting spatially variable p(x,y), it is readily shown
that in this case the term -pghsin-y in Equation (I) is replaced by

(4)

I

We consider
an
infinitely
wide
ice sheet
in
two-dimensional now (plane strain) down an inclined basal
surface where the inclination B(x) is a function of distance
x in the flow direction. We choose a Cartesian coordinate
system with x-axis directed down-stream in the flow plane
and inclined downward at an arbitrary angle 7 to the
horizontal, as shown in Fjgure I. The y-axis is in the now
plane, normal to x, and directed generally upward. Choice

I

-pghsin-y ~ -pghsin-y +

pxghcos-y

where
";Jx)
=- h!._
""-

JYs

px,y)dy

Ys
and
,.
1
P,x-J;

JYs(y-ya)mdy.
ap
Ys

Fig. I . Coordinate systems used in developmem of the
"vertically"
imegrated
longitudinal
equilibrium
exact,
equalion. Arow1d each surface point a local t.TJ system ~s
defined. the t-axis being tangent to the surface at th1s
point, and inclined by an angle 6 relati~e to the x-axis.
The basal shear stress T 8 is shown with shear arrows
indicating the sense of shear for positive T 8 .
of origin is arbitrary. The local down-stream inclination of
the bed with respect to the x-axis is 9, positive when the
basal slope exceeds the inclination of the x-axis, and the
local down-stream slope of the ice surface with respect to
the x-axis is 6. The upper surface of the ice sheet is described by y = y 5 (x), and the basal surface by y = y 8 (x), so
that tanS = -dy 5 j dx and tan9 = -dy8 j dx. The local ice
thickness, measured parallel to the y-axis, is h(x) = y 5 Ya·
Our point of departure is the exact, "vertically"
integrated longitudinal equilibrium equation derived by Budd
(I 970, equation ( 13)) for the geometry of Figure I. Noting
that our angles -y, 6, and 9 in Figure I correspond to
Budd's (1970, fig. I) angles X, -9, and ~. respectively, and
that our basal shear stress T8 with the positive sense
indicated by the shear ar rows in Figure I is minus Budd's
Tb (1970, p. 21) and correcting an error of sign in the
fourth term on the right side of his equation (13), we can
write this equation in our notation as

3.
FURTHER
DEVELOPMENT
EQUILIBRIUM EQUATION

oa

o;.

where (as in Equation (4))

(6)
and where T1111 Is = 0 (ignoring atmospheric pressure). In
the usual way, we can calculate the stress components in
the (x,y) system in terms of those in the (t,ll) system:
Txy = - T(t sin26 + Tt 11 cos26,

Tyy

2I (r 1111

+ Ttt>- T~x

(7)

T 1111 + T~t(l - cos26)- Tt 11sin26.
(8)

(l)

In taking the second step in Equation (8), we eliminate T tt
by using Equation (6). At the surface, where T t 11 = 0,
Equation (7) becomes

I JYs T~x

dy

(2)

h >'a

Txy Is

2

-

(9)

o5sin26.

Similarly, at the bed,

T.,)a

and
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(5)

Txx

where

T

THE

In developing Equation ( l) further, we will express all
boundary quantities in terms of the shear stress T8 at the
bed and the longjtudinal stress deviators at the bed and
surface, which we will call
and
Based on a local
coordinate system ( t,ll) with t-axis parallel to the surface
and 11-axis perpendicular to it (Fig. 1), we define

2 d (h-. )

dx

OF

(3)

= - o5 sin29 + T8 cos29

o;;,

( 10)

where o8, analogously to
is the longitudinal stress
deviator corresponding to a local longitudinal axis tangent to
the bed. In case of no basal sliding, o8 = 0 if the basal

Kamb:
ice is isotropic, and possibly even if it is not (l':ye, 1969, p.
210).
Besides substituting Equations (9) and (10) directly into
Equation (1), we want to express the derivative arl'l";axl 5
in Equation (I) in terms of o;,. Although Budd ( 1970, p.
22) undertakes an evaluation of this derivative, his result
(his equation (16)) goes only part way to our objective.
There is a more straightforward approach, as follows. If we
evaluate the desired derivative in the (~,17) coordinate
system previously defined (Fig. I), we have

Is cos5

+ BTYY
--

al7

I sinS.

(II)

s

•

I

.

2

T yy S = 2 o5 SID 6

in which 5 is a function of
Cfryy

I

s

a~

d
= d~

t.

a~

Is ar""l s
=

(2o5 sin 2 5).

a~

+ 2sin 2 5

( 12)

crr·~~~
--

o a~

s

- sin2&

ar~"l
- -

o a~

In the Appendix it is shown that 8T 1717 /a~ Is
a~ I5 = dog /d ~ , and, perhaps unexpectedly.

&T~ 17
a~

I
s

= -2o'

8T
~

I=

s

. ( 13 )

0, aT~~~

~

(14)

s d~

On this basis, Equations (13) and (14) combine to give
agai n Equation (12), but with d~ replaced by d~. Since d~
= d~ at the origin (tangency point), we thus drop the distinction between differentiation with respect to ~ or ~ in
Equation (I 2).
Similarly, differentiating Equation (8) with respect to 17,

17

aTyy
-ax

I
s

. ...

= pg(coso:Sm5

1--

aT~~
a~

&T~n

pgcoso:- - -

a~

s

+

s

&T ~ ~

an

I

+

5

(I 9)

An alternative route to Equation (I 9) is via the evaluation of 8T 1111;ax I5 , given by Budd (1970, p. 22), with
further evaluation of &T x ;ax I 5 ,
which Budd left
unevaluated in his equation (11;}. If we write, analogously to
Equation (11),

~
ax

I

s

=

~
a~

I cos5 +

s

~
aT)

I sinS

s

(20)

and introduce this into Budd's equation (16) (after correcting a sign error in two terms on the right-hand side), then
with the use of Equations (12)-{17) and after considerable
labor we arrive again exactly at Equation (19). This helps
to show that Equation (19) is an exact result, since the
second derivation, which is rather long and complex, is
quite independent of the first, though both of course are
based on Equations (12)-{ 17).
We can now put Equations (9), (10), and (19) into
Equation (1) to obtain the desired form of the longitudinal
equilibrium equation. Combination of the various trigonometric terms, with use of o: = -y + 5 and d5/ dx = do:/ dx
("Y being constant), leads to

-pghsino: . (cos5 + sin525) + T8 (1 + 2sin 29)

3
da~
- - h __, sin 226 2
dx

a;, h

da
&T~~
- (3 - 2sin 2 5) sin25 - 2h - dx
a11

I

s1n·

5

(21)
-pgsino: - 2 do'
~

5

I

.

+ smo:Sm5sm25) + 2sm3 s - -

3 do'
d5
+ - - 5 sin 2 25 + a 5' (3 - 2sin 2 5) sin25
2 dx
dx

xx>

-pgsino: -

I

Since we can regard the surface quant!Ues as functions of
x, in place of ~. the ~ differentiation in Equation (18) can
be replaced by x differentiation according to d/d~
cos5 · df dx. Expanding the derivative in the next-to-last
term in Equation (18) and combining terms gives

d
-.
2 (hT
dx
-

Two of the derivatives in Equation (I 5) can be evaluated
with the help of the equilibrium equations in the (~.17) coordinate system:

~~
-a-

pg(coso:Sin5 + sino:Sin5sin25) + 2sin3 5 &T'

+ 2a' sins d5
- + 2cos5 -d (o•5 sin 2 5) + 2.
sm6s1"n2 5 ~ . (18)
s
d~
d~
d~

Differentiating,

We write this and similar expressions to follow as an ordinary derivative because the quantity differentiated is a
function only of longitudinal position, represented in terms
of coordinate ~. 1. or x. An alternative calculation of
8T ;a~ I 5 can be made by differentiating Equation (8) in
a &rtesian ((,17) system fixed in odentation at the tangency
point (0,0). In this case, 5 in Equation (8) is a constant,
50 , and the stress components T1717 and T ~ 17 may vary with
~ because the ice surface departs from the ~-axis away
from the tangency point:

-a TY

The second step in Equations (16) and (17) follows from
the considerations in the Appendix and in particular from
Equations (14) and (5).
We can now drop the distinction between 5 and 5
which is needed only in carrying out the differentiation ?~
Equation (13 ); 5 and 50 are the same function of x, since
they both describe the orientation of the Cl7 coordinate
system as a function of x, as Figure 1 indicates.
Putting Equations (12) and (15)-{17) into Equation
(II), we then get

ax s

The derivative 8T yyl ads at the local ongm ( Cl7) = (0,0),
which is the point of tangency of the ~-axis with the ice
surface, can be readily calculated from Equation (8) if we
carry out the differentiation by following the ice surface.
To do this, we specify local curvilinear coordinates CTI for
which 1 is arc length measured along the surface and Ti =
0 on the surface. In terms of this curvilinear system, in
which T~r)ls = Tr)nls = 0, we obtain from Equation (8)

S1ress- gradient coupling in glacier flow

pgcoso: + 2 a;,

d~ '

d5
d~

(16)

(17)

This equation is exact, containing no approximations or
assumptions except that p is a constant, an approximation
easily relaxed, as noted in section 2. By carrying the
modification to Equation (1) there stated through the derivation given above, it follows that allowing p to be a
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function p(x.y) will result in replacing p in Equation (21)
with Ps = P0• 5 ) and in adding to the right side of
Equation (21) the following terms:
+ (p 5 - p)ghsin-y + P,xghcos-;t,

p

where p and
x are the averages of density and density
gradient stated in section 2.
4. EXAMINATION OF THE RESULT
As an expression of the effects of longitudinal stress
gradients and of longitudinal curvature of the glacier surface (dafdx) on the basal shear stress, Equation (21) is usefully re-organized as follows. Let lls and lla be factors -1
that relate o;, ~nd o5 t? f~x:
= llsf~x· o5 = SJ.8 :r:u·
Then, re-arrangtng Equation (21 ),

a;,

stress-gradient term in his equation (I 0) involves a stressdeviator average that is different in general from our T~x
in Equation (2) above.
The discussion by Paterson ( 1981, p. 99- 100) leaves
some confusion as to whether the h in the main stressgradient term d(hT~x)fdx should be considered variable with
x, as it appears to be in his equation (48), or should
instead be treated as constant as far as the differentiation is
concerned, as in his equation (44) and in equation (10) of
Nye ( 1969). Confusion on this point might also stem from
the fact that Budd (1970, p. 22) gave two "exact"
equilibrium equations (his equations (13) and (20)), one of
which involves, in effect, the inclusion of h within the
differentiated bracket, and the other the exclusion of it.
The issue can be settled decisively by considering the
magnitudes of the terms in Equation (22), as is done in
section 8 below.

pghsina·(cosS+sinSsin2S} + T +
d
-.
3
d
-.
. 2
8T{ ~
+ 2 - ( hT xx> + - h - (SJ.5 Txx)sm 2& + 2h - dx
2
dx
·
8TJ

In Equation (22), the contributions to T 8 are arranged
in a particular order, fo r clarity. In the first line is the
direct body-force contribution ("down-slope stress" of Budd
(1971, p. 179)), plus the special "T term" given by the "integrated stress-curvature" in Equation (3). The main bodyforce effect goes as sina, with no approximations, modified
bv a &-dependent factor, and also a 8-dependent factor (on
the left side of Equation (22)), both near unity. The "T
term" , or "variational stress" term of Budd (1971, p. 179),
whose magnitude is the least apparent among the terms of
Equation (22), is further considered in Part IV by Kamb
and Echelmeyer (1986[a]).
The second line of Equation (22) contains the stressgradient
terms.
The
well-known
main
longitudinal
stress-deviator gradient term 2G is at the far left. The
middle term is a correction term of order &2 relative to G.
The term on the right involves the "vertical" gradient of the
longitudinal stress deviator at the surface, which is probably
small in most glacier-flow situations, and moreover occurs
in a term that is third order in the (often small) angle S.
In the third line of Equation (22) are contributions
stemming from the longitudinal deviatoric stress. The last of
these involves also the longitudinal curvature of the ice surface.
It is useful to note a few points as to how Equation
(22) compares with the corresponding equations of other
authors. The result of Budd (1970, equation (17)) is in
principle similar, but not developed to the point where the
various contributions from the body forces, stress deviators,
and gradients can be compactly grouped and isolated as
they are in Equation (22). Because of one of the sign erro1 s
noted, the higher-order contribution to the body-force term
has the wrong sign in Budd's equation ( 17), and its form is
in detail somewhat different because of omission of other
contributions that come from the term 8Txxf Bxi 5 that is
left unevaluated. Collins' exact equation ( 1968, equation (5)),
which is similar in form to Equation (I), is not developed
to the point where it can be compared closely with
Equation (22). Equation ( 45) of Paterson ( 1981, p. 99),
which follows equation (10) of Nye (1969, p. 211), generally
resembles Equation (22) in form, but with most of the
smaller terms not present and with a factor (I - 2sin 2 8)
multiplying T 8 on the left, rather than (1 + 2sin 2 8) as in
Equation (22). (Paterson's equation (45) is obtained in a coordinate system with s = 0 and therefore 8 = a - 13.)
However, a comparison is difficult to make, because, as
Nye (1969, p. 209) pointed out, the main longitudinal
338

I

sin 3 s +

(22)

5

5. SIMPLIFICATION FOR SMALL s
The importance of the various contributions in
Equations (21) or (22) can be judged in terms of their
order in the angles s and 9. If the undulations in the surface are rather smooth compared to those in the underlying
bed, as can in general be expected, then the longitudinal
variations in S will be smaller than those of e and may be
small enough that when the x-axis is chosen to lie along
the mean slope of the glacier surface, S will be everywhere
small compared to unity. ln this case the higher-order terms
in S can be dropp~d out of Equation (22), which will
become, to first order in s,
2
d
-.
(I + 2sin 9)T 8 = pghsina + 2 - (hT xx> + T +
dx

da
+ o8' sin29tan2 9 + 2o'5 h - s
dx
=

=

pghsina + 2G + T + B + K.

( 23)

6. THE K TERM
To first order, S enters Equation (23) only in the
surface-curvature term, which we call the "K term". In view
of da/ dx = dS/ dx, the K term may be rewritten

K

d6

2o$h& dx

(24)

It seems likely that in most flow situations the variation in
surface slope over a longitudinal interval of one ice
thic kness h will be of order 6 or less, so that we may
assume hids 2j dxl- &2• In this case the K term is actually
second order in S, and could probably be dropped along
with the other terms in Equation (22) that are neglected in
Equation (23), except in flow situations like ice falls.
In the K term, the longitudinal curvature, stress deviator, and relative surface slope S enter in such a way as to
cause an accentuation in the basal shear stress within an ice
fall in zones near the head and foot where S > 0, and a
relaxation in T 8 just outside these zones, where S < 0. Put
another way, in flow with "staircase" surface topography,
the K term tends to cause a decrease of T 8 in the

1\amb·

peripheral parts of the "treads" and an increase in the perrpheral parts of the "risers". We can estimate the magnitude
of the effect for a sinusoidal staircase with Is
I • 15 •,
I o~ I • I 2 bar (based on 115 • 3 bar year and"idu/ dx I •
0.2 a·• at the surface), and ~/h "" 4 where ). is the
wavelength of the staircase. From Equation (24) the
maxrmum value of IK I is then 0. 12 bar, not large but
appreciable in relation to a basal shear stress of I bar. For
these same (fairly extreme) conditions, the •s term in
Equation (::::!),
(25)
has ma"<imum value 0.04 bar, so its neglect in Equation (23)
"'hile the K term was retained there has a measure of
justification . The secondary stress-gradient term

(26)
in Equations (21) or (22), is, at maxim um, about 20% of
the main stress-gradient term 2G under the above
conditions. For the more typical glacier situations to which
we apply Equation (23) in Parts r (Kamb and Echelmeyerd
1986(b), and II (Echelmeyer and Kamb, 1986) with a "" 6
and 6 .( 3 •• the K and G2 terms are reduced by a factor
0.04 relati ve to the values estimated in the rather extreme
case evaluated above, and they therefore become negligible,
as does of course S also.

7. THE B TERM
If there is no basal sliding, then o8 • 0 (see again
Nye, 1969. p. 210) and the o9 term in Equation (23) drops
out. We label this term

·a·.

(27)
It is a kind of "basal drag• term, which contributes a
resistance to sliding now over basal hills (or, more
precisely, ridges oriented crosswise to the now). This is
seen as follows If the surface topography renects only
gently the underlying ridges, so that lsi « I aI. then on
the stoss side of a hill there must be convergent, extending
flow such that iih
constant (ignoring accumulation/
ablation). hence

h

dii

dh

dx

dx

• ii(tan6 - taoS) ::: -iltan9

(28)

where 9 < 0 on the stoss side. On the lee side, Equation
(28) remains valid and describes the diverging, compressing
now there (9 > 0). If we designate by n8 the effective
viscosity of the basal ice, and suppose that the longitudinal
strain-rate parallel to the basal surface is approximate!)
equal to du/ dx, then

S tress - g rad1en1 couplmg m glac1er flow

"" I bar year (appropriate to T 8 • I bar), ii = SO m a -•. h
• 200 m. These give 8 • -{). I bar, which is an appreciable
but not large fractron of the basal shear stress. It might
have detectable effects.
For now over a roughly sinusoidal topography of
transverse ridges, the 8 term will tend to cause the appearance in the surface topography of a wave that is the second
harmonic of the bedrock sinusoid, because it will tend to
require a compensating variatjoo in surface slope a in
Equation (23) at twice the bedrock wave number on account
of the tan 2 9sin 2 9 variatjon in Equation (30).
The overall drag resistance arising from the B term
goes as the longitudinal average of tan 2 9sin 2 9, which is
approximately
39 4 max / 8 for sinusoidal topography with
.
maxrmum slope angle em ....· This overall drag resistance is
somewhat akin to the sliding resistance due to shortwavelength roughness in the basal topography, but the two
cannot be equated. It might be thought that the shortwavelength drag could be described by a modification of
Equation (30) in which h is replaced by -). j n, where ). is
the roughness wavelength, but this is not correct. The drag
calculated in this way from 8 in Equation (30) contains an
extra factor of sin 2 9 by comparison with the ordinary basal
sliding drag for a roughness wave of wavelength ).:

(31)

Equation (31) is obtained from Kamb (1970), equations (40),
(30), (26), and (2 1), with Bz 0 / Bx .. -tanS. T he rea.son why
Equations (31) and (30) give different results here is that
the stoss- and lee-side pressure distribution responsible for
the drag in Equation (31 ), at roughness wavelengths
). - I m important in basal sliding, is generated via its
coupling through the x-equilibrium equation to &r xvfBx,
and is thus in effect contajned in the T term in Equation
(23), rather than in the 8 term. If Equations (23) or (22)
were used to treat the short-wavelength drag, T8 on the
left side of these equations would be zero (shear stress
across the ice-rock interface), and the basal drag would
appear majnly as a negative value of T • --r8 , where the
would correspond to the value given by
value of T
Equation (3 1,. On the other hand, in the use of Equation
(23) in longitudinal coupling theory (Parts r, 11, and IV) we
treat the motions and stresses at distance scales - h and
larger,
smoothing
out
the
short-wavelength
effects
responsible for the basal drag in Equation (31 ). (The
smoothing is suggested by the way Figure I is drawn.) In
this case, the short-wavelength drag given by Equation (31)
is equated to T8 on the left side of Equations (22) and
(23), and the terms on the right describe in effect the
source of the basal shear stress, including some reduction in
r 8 due to the long-wavelength basal drag term 8 in
Equation (30). Moreover, in this case the T term is
generally small, as discussed in Part IV.

8. DIFFERENTIATION OF h IN THE G TERM

(29)
If in Equation (23) the longitudinal stress-gradient term
G is expanded,

Thus the 8 term in Equation (27) is
d

(30)

From the form of Equation (30), it follows that the 8 term
gives a basal drag resistance that is independent of the sign
of e. It constitutes a resistance to the now because it subtracts from the basal shear stress T8 , which is linked to the
flo..., "eloc lly ~ ra the mechanics of basal sliding and of
shear deformation of the basal ice, as in Equations (I- I) or
(1-3).
We can estimate the drag resistance due to 8 in a
near-maxim:~l practical case for, say, 9 • 30", by taking 11 8

-

dx

_

(hT~x> • h

dTu
dx

- f~x(tan6 - tanS),

(32)

then there will appear in Equation (23) an extra term that
is first order in 6 and 9 and therefore in general much
larger than all of the terms second- or higher-order in 6
that were neglected in going from Equation (2::!) to
Equation (23). Thus, there is no question that at the level
of accuracy of Equation (21) it is necessary to retlin the h
within the differentiated bracket in Equation (32), or else
to include the corresponding T~:((tan6 - tanS) term from
Equation (32). This settles the point raised in section 5.
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9. FURTHER SIMPLIFIED EQUILIBRIUM EQUATION
If a and
reduces to

e

are also assumed small, then Equation (21)

d
T 8 - pgha + 2 dx (hT~x> + T

(33)

to the ice surface, can be represented in terms of longitudinal derivatives of o~ . the surface-parallel longitudinal
stress-deviator component at the surface. The geometrical
situation in the vicinity of the tangency point, taken as the
origin ( t,n) • (0,0), is shown in Figure 2. Position along
the surface is given by coordinate l. and the shape of the

which is a simplified longitudinal equilibrium equation often
quoted (e.g. Budd, 1971, equation (5); Paterson, 1981, p.
100, equation (46)), and which, with neglect of the T term,
is used in Part I (Kamb and Echelmeyer, 1986[b]) of this
series.
/('«'
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Fig. 1. Detail in the vicinity of a surface point 0 aJ which
a local VI coordinaJe system is defined. At an adjacent
pomt P. whose coordinates in the t .n system are (l.n 5 ).
the local surface tangent and normal vectors are defined
as axes 11. and v. the JL-axis being tilted by the angle E
relaJive 10 the t-axis. Surface curvaJure is greatly
exaggeraJed for clarity.

surface is represented by the function
lowest order in l can be written

n5( 0. which to

(A-1)
because of the tangency condition. The local orientation of
the surface is specified by local axes JJ. and v, respectively
tangent and perpendicular to it. The angle between the local
IL-axis ~d the (-axis is E( 0 . The IL and v axes correspond
to the l and ii coordinates introduced in obtaining Equation
(12); JJ. and v are used to make the distinction from { and
11 better visible.
Any stress component T ij can be expressed as a
function of l and ll by a Taylor series expansion about the
point {l,ll 5) on the surface:
(A-2)
to lowest order in (II - n5 ). The stress components T . at
the surface can be obtained in terms of T ~IL' T Jtv• T ~ by
the standard transformation formulae for plane strain,
similar to Equation (8):

(A-3)
(A-4)

APPENDIX
(A -5)
CALCULATION OF LONGITUDINAL DERIVATIVES AT
THE ICE SURFACE
A detailed but significant and slightly subtle point in
developing the longitudinal equilibrium equation is the way
in which partial derivatives of stress components with
respect to L in the ( Lll) coordinate system locally tangent
3-tO

(A-6)
In these formulae we put T IL ~ o~, by defin ition. and,
because the surface is stress-free, T ILV • T vv • 0 (ignoring

Kamb:
atmospheric pressure). The calculation of any desired
derivative 8T ij/ Bt I 0 at _the origin consists in introducing
T .. from
tlie appropnate Equations (A-3)--(A-6) into
1
E cfuation (A-2), setting 11 = 0, taking 11 5 from Equation
(A-1 ), differentiating with respect to t, and evaluating at t
= O, where E = 0. Thus, for T t 11 from Equation (A-6),

8Tt11 I
at 0

=

~

at

(o' sin2E)I

s

-

~ r_ dE

0

at [) dt

tl a-rt I'll ]

I

a11

0

=

+

-

[~I
dt

8Ttnl
0

B11

2

Jtl • 2o'dEI
dt

d&

0

= -2o9
0

dt

(A- 7)

assuming 8T t 11/ BTI and its t derivative are bounded. The
last step in Equation (A-7) follows from the fact that
E(O

~

(A-8)

I -o

(A-9)

0

0

5

5

where &(0) is the value at the local origin . Equation (A-7)
is the basis for Equation {14), in which the evaluation
symbol I0 is replaced by I5 .
By the same type of procedure, it is shown that

and

s

(~sin2E) L p~ os2E :~J L ~ ~ (:~ 1 :~l'liJ t

Slress - gradient coupling in glacier flow

5(0) - S(O

which are utilized in Equations (13) and (16).
The only one of the above results that departs from
what might be expected from simple intuition is Equation
(A-7). This departure has a definite effect on the development of the longitudinal equilibrium equation. With
Equation (A-7), the two independent evaluations of 8T xxl
ax I5 discussed in the main text lead to exactly the same
result, Equation (19), whereas if instead one takes
8Tt 11! Bt 10 • 0, as might be thought from simple intuition,
then these two independent evaluations give different results.
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